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What is           the honey-soufflé?

The Company’s 
conception

Technology 
of the honey-soufflE
This technology has long conquered the hearts of 
European honey consumers but this is a novelty 
on the Russian market which also 
pleased a lot of customers.

The technology to obtaining honey-soufflé was 
invented in Canada in 1928 by I. J. Dyson, a 
professor of beekeeping. Honey is mixed for a 
long time in a certain mode, aster which it is kept 
at low temperatures, thereby forming and fixing 

its delicate consistency. All useful properties of 
honey are conserved as the temperature regime 
is strictly controlled.

Peroni's innovation was to add dried fruits, 
berries, nuts and even spices to honey, turning the 
usual product into an incredible treat and dessert. 
Thanks to cooperation with the best chefs of 
Russia we constantly improve the range of our 
tastes, making the product even more attractive.

Our dream is for Russian products to take a worthy place in the 
world market and be associated with high-quality natural 
products. We signed each of our boxes "Made in Russia" and we 
are very proud of it.
We managed to turn such a traditional product as honey into a 
delicacy, a dessert that is both healthy and also delicious and 
elegant. We created a new gist format for any holiday – now, 
instead of a bottle of wine, people happily present a beautiful jar 
of honey or a honey set. And such a gist will bring you happiness 
and surprises regardless the age and social status.
Increase the attractiveness of your shops and get additional 
income by selling a unique and delicious honey-soufflé.

Roman and Maria Petchenko. 
The founders of the company.



Further you can see the full catalog of our products. 
We hope you will like our assortment.

Our products 
         assortment
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Article: 81
Region: Kazakhstan
Glass jat with clips 230 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

White cotton
In this series we collected the 
lightest and the gentlest tastes. 
For those who prefer sost play of 
tastes of whipped cream, extra 
rich ice-cream and coconut.
Unusual in their taste and very 
tender in their consistency. They 
will please both the experienced 
connoisseurs of honey and those 
who are only discovering the 
honey world.

Naturelseries

Cotton honey is a unique creation of nature, a 
healing elixir with exquisite creamy caramel taste. 
Sostness, tenderness, delicacy – these are the main 
characteristics of this honey. It is called to bring true 
pleasure, joy and harmony!

Article: 80
Region: Amur region
Glass jat with clips 230 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Amur linden
This honey surprises with the most delicate aroma 
of spring flowers, pollen, milk caramel, vanilla. 
The texture of honey is similar to airy silky 
souffle that coats and fascinates, warms and invigorates!

80  

Article: 83
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 220 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Shipping box
Plastic box
10 х 30 ml

Shipping box
Corrugated box
6 х  250 ml

Amaretto coconut
A delicate taste of almond cream combined with coconut 
creates an exquisite cocktail of tenderness and pleasure. 
The note of almond bitterness gives piquancy to the taste, 
as it should be done with Amaretto, and the aroma of 
coconut evokes memories of romantic travel 
and paradise pleasure.

83  

Article: 86
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 210 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Milk flower
The gentle melting taste of honey is similar to extra rich 
ice-cream with milky astertaste which will bring you back 
to childhood and give you moments of bliss. 
Allow yourself to melt into this milky creamy sost velvety 
vortex with the flavors of summer flowers and the 
sun-warmed roses!

86 

81



Article: 203
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Mojito with melissa

Honey cocktails are the brightest 
varieties both in their color and 
taste. Explosive cranberry, 
unexpected apricot, delicate 
strawberry and refreshing melissa 
astonish with the combinations of 
honey, berries and fruits. They are 
so delicious that you really can 
not put them down and besides 
this is a wonderful gist to surprise 
your friends and relatives.

Cocktails
Honey of a gentle light shade of lime and avocado with a 
pleasant delicate aroma of blossoming garden and herbs. 
In the taste there is interweaving of shades of creamy 
sweetness, refreshing lemon tones, the accent is on 
sensual Melissa.
Silver medal Product of the Year Prodexpo 2015.

Paradise with apricot
The refined taste of honey together with the tender 
apricot pulp is impossible to forget or not love. The gentle 
melting taste of honey cocktail with apricot astertaste 
will bring you back to childhood and give you 
moments of bliss.
Silver medal Product of the Year Worldfood 2014. 
Article: 201
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

201

Article: 204
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 270 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Сosmopolitan with cranberry
Honey is gently pink with cranberry – like red sparks 
and the scent of rose, a blossoming spring garden, 
a fruit sorbet. The texture resembles a sost creamy 
sweet with pieces of candied berries.

204

Article: 206
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 260 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Margarita with strawberry
Delicate creamy pink honey with delicious scent of summer. 
Strawberry is the queen of desserts, the favorite of all 
adults and children. The taste resembles a tender 
strawberry ice cream or strawberry mousse.
Gold medal Best Product Prodexpo 2016.

206

203

Артикул: 207
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Raspberry
The combination of bright juicy raspberry and delicate 
honey-souffle makes an incredible firework of tastes. 
You are immersed into the atmosphere of a warm summer 
garden, filled with sun and joy. It will add sophistication 
to your breakfast, pastries or drinks.
Silver medal Product of the Year Prodexpo 2015.

207
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Article: 205
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

WalnutIn Energy's series we have 
collected honey which 
is natural power and assistants 
to an organism in recovery 
of a human energy, a raising 
of the general tone 
and immunity. They will 
be useful for stimulation 
of cerebration and physical 
activities.

Energyseries

A honey souffle with a walnut is a real Pleasure 
with a capital letter. There is everything in this taste – 
the delicate sweetness and aroma of buckwheat honey, 
enveloping bitterness of walnuts and caramel 
tenderness of the souffle.

Article: 202
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 220 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Pine nut
Honey with pine nuts is a whole nutritious complex 
with unbeatable taste. The gentle and bright taste 
of pine nuts is emphasized by the delicate aroma of honey.
Silver medal Product of the Year Prodexpo 2015.

202

Article: 209
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 270 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Ginger with lemon
The delicate taste of honey sostens the zest 
of the ginger root and ginger gives a spicy tinge 
to the taste of honey and warms you in a nasty 
weather. Healing properties of ginger root 
are known from ancient times.

Berries and fruits are dried with the Freezedrying technology or Lyophilization - a way of sost gentle drying.  
So, they are frozen, placed in a vacuum and then the moisture is removed. The product is not exposed to high 
temperatures, its maximum taste, aroma and color are preserved.

209

Article: 210
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 260 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Black currant
The bright sour taste of black currant leaves a feeling of 
vivacity and sparkling joy. Black currant has surpassed all 
berries in terms of the amount of vitamins, minerals and 
other nutrients in it. Therefore, it is simply indispensable to 
keep the tonus and energy in the body in any season.

210

205

2015-2016

How are berries and fruits dried?
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Article: JV2
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Bourbons vanillaThe series "Honey Travelling" was created 
in 2015 with the chefs of Julia Vysotskaya’s 
Culinary Studio. Julia is keen on travelling 
and collecting the most memorable tastes 
from different places – so, this extraordinary 
series were created. We invite you to set 
off for the most delicious adventures!

Honey 
            Travelling 

series

Delicate vanilla in combination with honey-souffle 
creates an exquisite dessert that surprises, delights 
and leaves no one indifferent.

Article: JV1
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Sicilian orange
Sicilian orange – juicy, warmed by the southern sun, 
filled with passion and vitamins – a real firework 
of sensations.

JV1

Article: JV3
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 260 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Vienesse coffee
You can taste the tartness of freshly roasted espresso grains 
and honey tenderness like in the worldwide-known Coffee 
a la Vienne with its delicate foam. It can be used as a topping 
in desserts or as a separate delight.

Lavender 
with blueberries
This is a novelty and the most unusual taste
in our collection. Bright juicy blueberry
with gentle and tender lavender astertaste is 
an incredible pleasure for the sophisticated 
person.

Article: JV5
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Belgian chocolate 
with hazelnuts
Roasted hazelnuts are immersed in honey and chocolate cream 
and become a delicate dessert, chocolate paste, praline. This is 
a real temptation for chocolate lovers. You must know when it 
is the time to stop yourself!

Article: JV6
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

JV3

Article: JV4
Region: Central Russia
Glass jat with clips 260 g. Jars in package: 6
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Apple and cinnamon
This honey surprises with the most delicate aroma 
of spring flowers, pollen, milk caramel, vanilla. 
The texture of honey is similar to airy silky souffle 
that coats and fascinates, warms and invigorates!

JV4

JV2

2015-2016

with julia vysotskaya

JV5 JV6
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Black currant

The TWIST series is honey-soufflé in a more 
affordable package. However, it is the same 
tasty and beautiful. Striped jars resemble 
fragrant New Year's candies.
Let some pleasure for  yourself and those who 
you love having breakfast with a jar of
honey-soufflé from this series.

TWIST 
series

A bright sour taste of black currant leaves  a feeling 
of vivacity and sparkling joy. Black currant has 
surpassed all berries in terms of the amount 
of vitamins, minerals and other healthy elements 
in it. Therefore, it is simply irreplaceable to keep 
the tonus and energy in the body in any season.

 
Артикул: TW210
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar 260 g. Jars in package: 9

Rapberry
The combination of bright juicy raspberries and tender 
honey-souffle gives an incredible firework of tastes. 
You are dipping into the atmosphere of a warm summer 
garden filled with sunshine and joy. It will add sophistication 
to your breakfast, bakery or beverages.

Артикул: TW207
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar 250 g. Jars in package: 9

Blueberry
Blueberry is one of the most amazing combinations 
of taste and healthy effect. Its taste could not be 
confused with anything else – a light sour taste, 
turning into enveloping sweetness with a proper 
bright astertaste.

Article: TW213
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar 260 g. Jars in package: 6

Almond and coconut
A delicate taste of almond cream combined with coconut 
creates an exquisite cocktail of tenderness and pleasure. 
The note of almond bitterness gives piquancy to the taste, 
as it should be done with Amaretto, and the aroma 
of coconut evokes memories of romantic travel 
and paradise pleasure.

Артикул: TW86
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar 220 g. Jars in package: 9

TW  210

TW   86

TW  207

TW  213
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To make it convenient  to sort out the honey on the shelf, 
showcase or on the table we have prepared for you a 
variety of show-boxes for portioned honey-soufflé.

Wooden, 8 boxes Carton, 24 boxes Carton, 8 boxes

Show-boxes

Raspberry
Portioned honey-soufflé is an ideal option for 
those who just try our products. It is also very 
convenient to take it away with you, for a picnic 
or work. Also it is popular for HoReCa -
for coffee for breakfast, in hotel mini-bars
and for a honey card in restaurants.

MINI
series 

Article: DP 207
Plastic container 2х25 g in a cardboard box
Containers in box: 40

Paradise with apricot
Article: DP 201
Plastic container 2х25 g in a cardboard box
Containers in box: 40

Milk flower
Article: DP 86
Plastic container 2х25 g in a cardboard box
Containers in box: 40

Sicilian orange
Article: DJV 1
Plastic container 2х25 g in a cardboard box
Containers in box: 40

DP   207

D  JV1

DP   201

DP    86
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Festival

Assorted sets of small jars with 
honey-soufflé will be an exquisite 
gist-compliment for any occasion.
The cardboard box is made with 
the texture of linen and wood, in 
which the jars are placed on the 
golden lodgment as if it was royal
Jewelry. Indeed, honey is liquid 
gold of Russia!

ComplimentsKITS

Paradise with apricot, Milk flower, 
Black currant *

Article: 311
Plastic box (3х30 g). Boxes in pack: 16

Cocktails
Paradise with apricot, Mojito with melissa, 
Сosmopolitan with cranberry *

Article: 310
Plastic box (3х30 g). Boxes in pack: 16

310 311

Cocktails
Paradise with apricot, Margarita with strawberry, Mojito 
with melissa, Raspberry *

Article: 304
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

Naturel
Pine nut, Margarita with strawberry, 
Milk flower, Amaretto coconut*

Article: 303
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

303 304

Honey Travelling 
Sicilian orange, Apple with cinnamon, Lavender with 
blueberries, Belgian chocolate with hazelnuts *  
Silver medal Product of the Year Prodexpo 2015.

Article: 305
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

Energy
Pine nut, Walnut, Black currant, Ginger with lemon*

Article: 305
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

305 JV305

* - assortment in sets may vary



Set Tea&Honey

These sets are designed for special 
occasions. It is a large assortment of 
12 flavors so that  you can try our 
entire collection. This is the very set we 
presented to Prince Michael of Kent. 
So that you will be proud to 
compliment the Queen with this set! 
There are also sets of 8 jars with 
chocolate and tea.

Royal          sets

8 jars of honey-soufflé and the best vintage Peroni tea. 
It is what you need for a perfect tea party. Vintage teas 
GoldCollection is the most sophisticated line of Peroni 
Tea Club. They are supplied exclusively from the 
historical plantations of China.

Article: 322
Glass jar 8x30 g. Tea - 40 g. Boxes in pack: 3
Cardboard box with plastic window.

Set Collection 
of 12 honey tastes

320 322

Set NonAlco
If you do not know which honey to choose or want to 
make an original gist take a look at these setters – 
they consist of three jars of 250 ml each.

Article: 324
Glass jar 3х250 g. Boxes in pack: 12
Cardboard box.

Set Choс&Honey
A unique gist set of 8 jars of honey, tailored for the taste 
of chocolate bar ChocoMe. We decide to make such a set 
because ChocoMe is a unique handmade chocolate, 
the best one in our opinion! Each bar is made by hand, 
only the best ingredients from all over the world are used, 
and the way how it looks like makes us think about the 
chocolate as a real work of art. 
Gold medal «Best product» WorldFood.

Article: 321
Glass jar 8х30 g. Chocolate - 50 g. Boxes in pack: 3
Cardboard box with plastic window.

321 324
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This delicious gist set is what will wonder any gourmet 
and beauty connoisseur. 12 small jars in premium 
packaging. An exquisite collection of our best tastes. 

Grand Prix in the nomination 
«Best innovative product» ProdExpo 2015.  

Article: 320
Glass jar 12х30 g. Boxes in pack: 3
Cardboard box with plastic window.
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Gold Diamond

Diamond Collection is a gourmet 
tea. Black diamond is an Indian tea 
blend with its tart taste and aroma.
At the same time "Golddiamond", 
a unique mix of the best red tea 
and Puer, combined the best of 
both teas. Its packaging is worth 
very close attention - a nice 
texture and unusual shape will 
decorate any interior and 
become a welcome gist.

Diamond
         Collection

teA

This is a unique blend, released in a very limited series. 
The combination of high-quality puer with divine black 
tea "Gold leaf". It possesses all the puer properties  - 
tartness, saturation, color, it invigorates and refreshes, 
at the same time it has an exquisite aroma and taste of 
"golden leaf" – some caramel notes intertwine with the 
rye bread astertaste. Every time you change the water 
its taste changes. Can be drunk up to 10 times. This tea 
is packed in the gold tin, which is itself a decoration for 
any house.

Article: 45tz
Tin can 70 g. 
Cans in pack: 8

Black Diamond
Black teas Peroni Black Diamond are plantation Indian 
teas and tea blends, selected by a team of the best 
tea-tasters. More than 300 varieties of tea from different 
countries were tasted to create and choose this mere 
taste. It is distinguished by a rich aroma and color 
of infusion, rich and sost with a tart-rough astertaste, 
which is comparable to single malt whiskey. 
For true connoisseurs and gourmets!
Gold medal Product of the Year ProdExpo 2017 

Article: 45t
Tin can 70 g. 
Cans in pack: 8

45t 45tz

Set Diamond Collection
This is a set for connoisseurs and gourmets - tea "Black 
Diamond" and a jar of honey-soufflé is carefully stored in 
exquisite packaging  sprinkled with so-called gold dust. It 
will suit both brutal men and exquisite ladies.

Article: 46
Houney-souffle in glass jar 230 g.
Tea in tin can 70 g. 
Carton box. Boxes in pack: 6

46

Honey-souffle 
Pine nut or Raspberry

In the set:
Tea Black Diamond +
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Oolong tea
Tea Funny Tea Collection -
it is tenderness, refinement, flutter 
and, of course, incomparable taste. 
Our tea masters selected these 
tastes, having tried thousands of 
tea varieties from different parts of 
China, India and Taiwan.

Collection
       Tea Funny

Sost caramel and creamy tones are dominated in its 
taste. A recognized favorite among all the women. 
Thanks to its strong tea base and delicate aromatiza-
tion, it gives a rich tasty aromatic bouquet of its flavor. 
Easily relieves stress.

Article: 47t
Tin can 75 g. Cans in pack: 8
Article: 49t
Cardboard box 60 g. Boxes in pack: 8

Red brilliant

Pearl Threads

It immediately and fast captures with rich aroma and 
deepest taste. Thanks to the richness of the aroma and 
art of tea technologists, its taste holds the entire palette 
in the category of red teas.

Article: 47t
Tin can 75 g. Cans in pack: 8
Article: 49t
Cardboard box 60 g. Boxes in pack: 8

Vintage green tea with jasmine petals is an 
incredible pleasure for connoisseurs of 
quality Chinese tea.

Article: 52t
Tin can 75 g. Cans in pack: 8

 47

52

 48

Set Tea&Honey «TeaFunny»
Elegant set in an elegant turquoise box with embossing and hot 
stamping. The set consists of honey-soufflé and tea. The 
familiar form of a box with chocolates with unusual content will 
attract and please any gourmet.

BEST INNOVATIVE PRODUCT 2016, PRODEXPO

Article: 51t
75 g Honey-soufflé “Raspberry” + 
30 g Tea “Oolong tea”. 
Cardboard box

Article: 51t2
75 g Honey-soufflé “Raspberry” + 
30 g Tea “Red brilliant”. 
Cardboard box

51



Sugar with black currant
Currant has a bright and memorable taste, a mysterious color 
and a portion of vitamins for the whole day. Delight your friends 
and relatives with non standard pastries, cocktails, puddings 
or simply add to the tea or a hot drink. We guarantee 
the surprise and delight!

Article: 106
Glass jar 250 g. Jars in pack: 4

Sugar with strawberry
Sugar with strawberries is a real little miracle that will turn your 
breakfast or dessert into an exquisite treat. Add a spoonful 
of sugar to tea, yogurt, porridge or pastries and enjoy 
a new taste and aroma!

Article: 105
Glass jar 250 g. Jars in pack: 4

105106
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Peroni Sugar is a unique fruit and 
flower sugar. Juice of fruits and 
berries, flowers, spices make 
sugar unusual and very tasty 
supplements for tea, desserts, 
breakfasts. A unique gist for any 
gourmet.

Fruit
        Flower

&

SUGAR

Sugar
with sicilian orange
Sugar with orange will give bright, sunny accents to any dish. 
In its composition there is the juice of not ordinary oranges 
rather then of red ones warmed with the southern sun. 
Add a spoonful of sugar to yogurt, porridge, tea or pastries 
and enjoy a new taste and aroma!

Article: JV107
Glass jar 250 g. Jars in pack: 4

Sugar
with cinnamon
Spicy, warm and enveloping smell of cinnamon 
will add sophistication to any of your dishes – 
coffee, pastries, cocktails. In its composition there is 
organic Ceylon cinnamon, it is specific not only due to its 
flavor and taste but also due to its medical properties.

Article: JV108
Glass jar 250 g. Jars in pack: 4

108 107

Sugar with lavender
Gently smelling lavender has long been known as an aromatic, 
medical plant. The aroma of lavender gives a sense of peace of 
mind and harmony. Sugar with lavender will give a unique flavor 
to your favorite tea and add sophistication to your dishes.

Article: 102
Glass jar 250 g. Jars in pack: 4

102
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Raspberry with almond

Choccoballs are the most unusual chocolates in 
the world. And incredibly delicious at the same 
time. These are the best nuts - almonds
and Piedmontese nut  - in Belgian milk 
chocolate with pieces of berries, flowers, salted 
caramel, wrapped in honey powder.

This is an unprecedented novelty
worldwide! We guarantee a surprise.

chocolate with honey

Sicilian almonds covered in Belgian 40% milk chocolate 
with crushed raspberry and sprinkled with honey powder.
The sweetness of chocolate is balanced with bright and 
juicy raspberry sourness with a long honey astertaste.

Article: 702
NET mass: 100 g 
Ingredients: Freeze-dried raspberry in white chocolate
with Sicilian almonds and freeze-dried honey
Boxes in pack: 8

Lavender with almond
This is a real lavender-honey temptation.
Gentle Sicilian almond is covered in Belgian 40% milk 
chocolate with addition of lavender flowers and sprinkled with 
honey powder. Delicate chocolate, tart spicy fragrant of lavender 
and tenderness of almonds complete with mysterious notes of 
honey meadow.

Article: 701
NET mass: 100 g 
Ingredients: Sicilian almonds in milk chocolate with lavender 
and freeze-dried honey.
Boxes in pack: 8

This is a joint project with our long-term partners - 
the Hungarian company choccoMe - the most titled 

and creative chocolatier in the world!

        702

Salty caramel
We took the tastiest in the world Piedmontese nut from 
Italy, covered it in Belgian milk chocolate with addition of 
salted caramel and sprinkled it with honey powder. As a 
result we got one of the most unforgettable combina-
tions. Caution! You might get addicted from the first 
chocolate you try.

Article: 703
NET mass: 100 g 
Ingredients: Piedmontese nut in milk chocolate with caramel, 
salt and freeze-dried honey
Boxes in pack: 8

        703

Assorted flavors
In this set we collected all three wonderful tastes - 
Lavender with almonds, Salted caramel and Raspberry 
almonds. These are the best nuts covered in milk 
chocolate or white chocolate with addition of dried fruits, 
salted caramel and lavender flowers. The chocolates 
covered in freeze-dried honey.

Article: 704
NET mass: 140 g 
Boxes in pack: 8

        704

chocco 
        701

Choccoballs
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We have updated the line PeroniBeauty and now 
our favorite honey soap is in a new convenient 
package - a tin can which can be easily taken with 
you, and it also can serve as a soapbox.

Along with our soap a collection of eco-candles was 
made. The peculiarity of Peroni eco-candles is that 
they are totally made from eco-friendly soybean 
wax, without the use of paraffin and other refined 
products.

Honey soap 
          eco-candles

&
peroni beauty PB1

* - ассортимент в наборах может варьироваться

Honey soap «Vanilla Sky»

Eco-candle «Vanilla Sky» Eco-candle «Strawberry mousse»

Honey soap «Strawberry mousse»

Eco-candle «Provence»

Honey soap «Provence» Honey soap «Mint Morning»

Eco-candle «Mint Morning»

Eco-candle «Coffee with cinnamon»

Honey soap «Coffee with cinnamon»

Vanilla Sky PB2 Strawberry mousse

PB3 Provence

PB5 Coffee with cinnamon

PB4 Mint Morning
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Cardboard box
Cardboard box for the bale jar with embossing 
and textures of linen and wood turns a jar of 
honey-soufflé into a wonderful gist for the 
holiday or a tea drinking party.

Cardboard box
A large box for three jars of honey-soufflé, 
styled aster a packaging for alcohol product.

Box for TWIST
Gist box for two jars of the TWIST series. 
You can make your own set.

Wooden 
box-candle holder
A wooden box – candle holder is an amazing 
gist in itself. When the honey is over, you can 
put a candle inside the box and the whole room 
will be filled with amazing patterns.

Hat box Packages and handbags

Gift wrap
Even the best diamond needs cutting, just as 
for all our products there is a decent packaging
which will emphasize how our products are 
refined and help to make gist sets even for the 
most demanding customers.
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Branding of all our products

We can brand any of our products with your logo or name. This is a great opportunity to make an original gist to partners or 
colleagues, to emphasize the status of your company or event. We stick labels with your logo on the jars, on the sets – cardboard 
covering or leaflets. It is very popular to give honey-soufflé with some  names for the wedding as a compliment to the guests.

Individual packing
In addition to our tirage packaging, we can offer customized design according to your demands - these are packaging
from ply-wood, wood, cardboard, fabric. We can pick a basket or even a tin packing. We can fulfill everything you can come up with!

We have long and successfully helped companies 
create the best, tasty and beautiful corporate 
gists for the holidays:
New Year, Women’s Day, Company’s Day,
as well as gists for the wedding, some event
or branded products for sale.

For this purpose we created our own department 
of design and souvenir production.
We will select, give advice, create a design
and bring it to you. All door-to-door! You will only 
need to choose one.

Branding

Nominal gifts



White 
Aerial 
tenderness

Rose 
Romance 
and Passion

Bright
The energy 
of life

Dark
The Dark 
Temptation

Violet
Lavender 
Mystery

We have prepared 5 collections with our products and for each 
of them we have a beautiful and very original packaging - 
a hat box with a transparent board.

In this collection the brightest, piquant products, 
full of energy, joy and health are collected. For those 
who watch their health, likes to play sports, leads 
an active lifestyle.

This is a collection of spices, 
chocolate, coffee. The notes 
of Eastern countries are 
intertwined with a charming 
aroma of Belgian chocolate
and tart Indian black tea. 
It's a fusion for the dark 
side of your!

Just listen – Honey-soufflé, Milk flower, Amaretto 
with Coconut and almonds. One wants to lay 
down in a sost puff, to tuck into a knitted blanket 
colored of ivory and enjoy sipping cocoa through 
marshmallow, of course, with honey-souffle.

This is the collection for the most romantic
and passionate - bright juicy raspberry, strawberry 
and cranberry. The world of sensual pleasures
and bright juicy emotions.

Violet is always something mysterious and 
enigmatic. An evening that holds some charm and 
a promise. We really love lavender for its 
refinement and the charm of Provence and the 
French meadows.

5 capsule mood 
collections



6 reasons
to choose honey-soufflé 

PERONI

Peroni are creators of the very idea of honey-soufflé 
and honey desserts. Our technology and tastes 

has been brought to perfection. 
It is possible to copy the form, 
with the filling we are always 

one step ahead though.

On the Expo 2015 our honey-soufflé 
was one of the specially chosen products 
from Russia which were given 
to the heads of the Governments. 

Honey-soufflé Peroni is sold all over 
the world. And the first export country 
where it started its selling, strange 
as it may be, was Australia.

The line is presented into 20 tastes of honey-soufflé, 
however they are constantly improving and 

updating. We try to be always on trend 
and create the most popular line of flavors.

Everyone can find what they were 
looking for and comes back 

to try something new.

Honey-soufflé number 1

Full range of tastes

Более 50 SKU - от порционных по 25 г 
до коллекционных подарочных наборов. 

Плюс сезонный товар на все 
основные праздники.

Ассортиментный ряд,
подарочные наборы

11 “Product of the Year” awards, 
     eco-friendly certificate, 
        2 “Innovation of the Year”
           Grand-Prix, “Healthy nutrition” 
              award and lots of others. 

We are also actively involved in charity 
(we managed to help more than 20 organizations).

On the Savior of the Honey Feast Day 
(“Medovyi Spas” in Russian) 

over 200 jars of honey-soufflé 
were donated to the community 

of the Orthodox Church of Our Lady.

Confirmed 
quality

Repeated purchases, 
clients loyalty 

and higher demand

Individual marketing plan for each client, 
including the most advanced tools – 
singing shelves, work shops, SMM, 

celebrity-marketing, etc.

Innovative marketing

Clients try our products and come back, bringing 
their colleagues and friends. Degustations, 

a joint line with Julia Vysotskaya 
and a permanent media activity 

increase demandand 
loyalty of our customers.

№1

20

83%

The most unusual of the Peroni taste – 
honey-soufflé with Japanese 
green matcha tea.

Julia Vysotskaya liked our products 
so much that she suggested creating 
her own series of honey-soufflé following 
her recipes

For three year Peroni company 
has been a partner for over 100 events, 
including High Fashion Week. 

мёда

You have not tried 
our products? 

We will deliver the samples 
at your office for free!

We hope you will be interested to know
some facts  about our biography
and key benefits of our
company and products



Круглые коробки, покрытые сатиновой 
бумагой с золотым логотипом 
и атласными лентами - то, что сделает 
подарок действительно королевским. 

У нас есть два вида подарочных пакетов - из  плотной 
бумаги и тканевые.

Quality 
       is by far 
      superior



Our achievements

Official Partner
for gists Expo 2015

At the  international exhibitions
Prodexpo, WorldFood, InterFood
2014-2016

11 Medals 
"Product of the Year"

Awards

Partnership

Laureate of the contest "Industry Leader"
Moscow 2014, 2015 and 2016

2 Grand Prix "Best Innovative
product "at the exhibitions Prodexpo 2015 and 2016

First degree diploma
"The best taste of 2016"

Laureate of the Prize
“Healthy Nutrition” 2016



Let yourself
  the natural moment!

+7 (495) 133-87-03
25, Kashirsky pr., Moscow 
info@peronihoney.ru
www.peronihoney.ru


